Bodkin Wines: The Next Big Thing
Whatever happened to pretty wine? Some say Robert Parker killed it…but that’s just rumor. At
Bodkin Wines we are all about using old-world craftsmanship along with modern space-age science to
make wines that have all the elegance and balance that our marketing materials don’t have.
Furthermore, we don’t believe that handcrafted wine has to cost a hand and a leg. So we aim to make
wines at a price we’d be happy to pay (and we are ballers on a budget). We’re proud of these wines and
want to share them with other like minded souls.
What have the critiques said about the wines? How does medieval European history pair with wine
from California?
With eleven 90+ point scores from the Wine
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by peasant bowman of England against the armored
the critics have spoken (mic drops).
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focused winery?
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money than it take to buy a Kia. American Dream stuﬀ,
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wine. Bodkin wine is true to it’s core, balanced as a
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ballerina and priced to enjoy.

